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WHY IT’S IMPORTANT TO 
TELL BRIAN’S STORY

MIDAS MAN will be the definitive telling of a life story. The first, last and most respectful filmic 
portrait ever painted of Brian Epstein. And one which helps him achieve something he dreamed 
of in life, but never achieved: to become a star of the silver screen.

It is simply a fantastic human story, worth telling, of a remarkable man whose life’s work was to 
make others more remarkable. He is not a footnote of the cultural revolution of the Sixties. He 
was its foot soldier, its pathfinder.

Because outside the spotlight history shines on the great artist, there are less celebrated 
figures with humbler roles; those who pushed and smoothed and hustled and harried to 
create that moment in the light.

Brian’s story, beyond the spotlight, beside the stage, is in fact an essay in empowerment. He is 
Theo Van Gogh, he is Nora Barnacle, and his is the story of a talent on a more relatable scale 
– to encourage, enable and organise. Brian is a hero/icon of those who serve creativity and 
culture, not one of the Olympians who make it.

His story adds depth and dimension to the explosion of rock and roll and many artists other than 
The Beatles, deepening and enriching the cultural heft of this shared inheritance by creating 
a new way of seeing the Sixties and the impact that Liverpool had on the world, through his 
bands, artists and their music.

Our team has a track record of producing films which tackle challenging and culturally 
significant subjects. Whether that be the future science of helium3 mining and human cloning in 
Duncan Jones’ Bafta winning MOON, or the heroic struggle of Sir Harold Evans to uncover the 
truth behind the Thalidomide tragedy in the Grierson winner ATTACKING THE DEVIL. Depicting 
the incredible larger than life story of NUREYEV or showcasing the enduring global icon that is 
the SPITFIRE.

Authenticity and collaboration with brilliant people is in our DNA.

Our script writer Brigit Grant has done extensive research on Brian Epstein and met and 
interviewed a multitude of people who either knew or were related to him. As a result, we 
believe our telling of Eppy’s story will be as historically accurate and truthful as we can make it.

In addition, we’ve had the great pleasure to meet with some key people in Brian’s life, all of 
whom have given their blessing to our project and contributed to the background research. 
These include Gerry Marsden, Basil Hyman (Brian’s first cousin), Laurie Mansfield (Cilla Black’s 
former manager) and Freda Kelly. We are also due to meet shortly with Bill Harry of MerseyBeat 
magazine, and Tommy Quickly.

A further champion of our film is Liverpudlian literary legend Alan Bleasdale, who will oversee 
the script as we go into production.

Our team will bring to bear years of storytelling, film making, design, marketing, advertising and 
publicity experience to help bring Brian Epstein’s incredible story to an eager, global audience.
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BOHEMIAM RHAPSODY
BUDGET
$52,000,000
GROSSED

$900,000,000+

RAY (RAY CHARLES)
BUDGET
$40,000,000
GROSSED
$125,000,000+

ROCKETMAN
BUDGET
$40,000,000
GROSSED
$198,000,000+

I CAN ONLY IMAGINE
BUDGET
$7,000,000
GROSSED
$85,000,000+

BENEFITS OF INVESTING
•  Investors are contractually guaranteed priority returns from all revenue generated by the sale and 

promotion of the film until they have received 100% of their capital back + 20% uplift.

•  Once investors have received 100% of their capital back +20% uplift, StudioPow begins taking a share 
of the revenue.

From this point onwards, returns are split as follows: 

•  Round One: 
 –  Those in the first round of funding (£3m) are in 1st position and receive a 30/70 split in favour 

of StudioPow.

•  Round Two:  
 – Those in the second round of funding (£4.5M) are in 2nd position and receive a 25/75 split in 
favour of StudioPow.

•  1st position means that you receive 100% of your capital back + 20% uplift first, before the studio, 
talent or producers and directors begin taking their share. Once you are in this position, you continue to 
receive 30% of the revenue generated by the film.

•  2nd position means you receive 100% of your capital back + 20% uplift after investors in 1st position 
but before the studio, talent, producers or director begin taking their share. Once you are in this 
position, you continue to receive 25% of the revenue generated by the film (taken from the 70% 
allocated to the studio after Round One).

 •  Investors will be invited to attend a series of VIP events, exclusive private screenings, receive 
memorabilia and attend meet and greet gatherings with Directors, Producers and Talent.

•  With returns forecasts exceeding 70% of its budget, this investment opportunity is one of the strongest 
vehicles available in the British Film industry.

Revenue forecasts shown are for theatrical (cinema) sales only. Additional returns from video-on- demand 
(e.g. Netflix / Amazon), Auxiliary (Hotels / Airlines), DVD and terrestrial (television) will be received in each 
territory once theatrical sales are concluded. Timeline from cinema release to terrestrial television is 
estimated at 24 months.
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STORY SYNOPSIS
From an original story, MIDAS MAN charts the life of a man who struggled to find his place 
in the world.

Brian Epstein is recognised today as a man who helped create the blueprint for music artist 
management, but he was so much more than that. Born into an established Jewish family 
in Liverpool, his early life was peppered with exclusion from school, dismissal from the 
army, failed attempts at acting and employment. Against all odds, Brian Epstein discovered 
he had an incredible talent for forecasting hit songs that no one else could spot.

He started his managerial career in January 1962 by signing the biggest band of all time, 
The Beatles. He then went on to discover Gerry and The Pacemakers, Cilla Black, Billy J Kramer 
and many more. Epstein was also an exponent and promoter of other legends that he didn’t 
manage. Bands like The Jimi Hendrix Experience, The Who, Pink Floyd, Procol Harum and 
Cream, all played at The Saville Theatre on Shaftesbury Avenue which Brian Epstein leased 
in 1965.

The film charts Brian’s life from his formative years to his unheralded success as a 
manager and the ensuing chaos as he managed and promoted some of the biggest acts in 
the world. The film explores the close relationship with his friends and family, bringing to 
life an extraordinary period of cultural change adding depth to this untold story of one of the 
world’s most significant outsiders.

A FILM WITH LIVERPOOL AT ITS HEART
Through Casting Director Dan Hubbard CDG, open casting will afford LIPA students the 
opportunity to participate in this production. It is key to add the inclusivity of the city and 
afford the best talent from Liverpool to become part of an important project based on and 
set against their home city. The producers’ ambition is to set up a bursary in Brian’s name 
to subsidise a boy and girl from Liverpool to attend LIPA under a scholarship to achieve 
their dream and potential.

The production and team agreed from the get go that the film is going to be shot on 
location in Liverpool embracing the distinctive humour of the city. With support from the 
Liverpool Film Fund and in studio space through Twickenham Film Studios, who have a 
base now in Liverpool.
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THE BEATLES
Brian Epstein first saw The Beatles at a lunchtime gig at The Cavern Club in  
November 1961.  Recalling the day, he said: 

“I was immediately struck by their music, their beat, and their sense of humour on 
stage. And even afterwards when I met them, I was struck again by their personal 
charm. And it was there that really it all started...I hadn’t had anything to do 
with management of pop artists before that day that I went down to the Cavern Club  
and heard the Beatles playing, and this was quite a new world, really, for me”

He officially became their Manager on 24th January 1962, and by June of that 
year, after dozens of refusals, Brian had secured them a recording contract with  
George Martin at Parlaphone who were owned by the prestigious EMI. 

In 1963 they stormed the UK music scene with four No1 hits starting with  
‘Please Please Me.’ From this point onwards there was no stopping them. With the  
UK smitten with the band, Brian’s next target was the USA.

In 1964 he negotiated the deal of a lifetime that contributed to The Beatles breaking 
America. He got them onto the legendary Ed Sullivan Show where an astonishing  
73 million people watched them perform ‘I Want To Hold Your Hand’.

In just over four years, a man with no prior music management experience had helped 
create the biggest band of all time. 

Brian Epstein died in August 1967. 
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CILLA BLACK
Cilla Black first met Brain Epstein when she was working 
as a cloakroom attendant at the legendary Cavern Club in 
Liverpool. She would have taken the leather jackets of 
The Beatles, and everyone came to see them. Back then 
she was called Cilla White, and only changed to using the 
surname Black after a misprint in a local paper. It wasn’t 
until September 63 when John Lennon convinced Epstein to 
see her sing at the Blue Angel Jazz Club that he signed Cilla 
as his only female client.  

As we all know, Cilla went on to become a national treasure 
by playing sold-out performances at many of the worlds 
most famous venues. She released 15 studio albums  
with two No1 hits with ‘Anyone Who Had A Heart’ and 
‘You’re My World.’  

She played a significant role in Epstein’s short life and Rosie 
Day is cast to play her. 

GERRY AND THE 
PACEMAKERS

Gerry and The Pacemakers were arguably one of the 
biggest bands in the 60’s. They came from the same 
humble roots as the Beatles and were the second band 
to be signed by Brian Epstein. They began recording 
in 1963 and enjoyed numerous hits. But they are most 
remembered for being the first act to reach number one  
in the UK Singles Chart with their first three single 
releases: “How Do You Do It?”, “I Like It” and “You’ll 
Never Walk Alone”.

BILLY J KRAMER
Billy Kramer was paired up with the Dakotas by Epstein 
to become one of the 60’s sensations. During Brian 
Epstein’s career, they were almost as famous as The 
Beatles. The initial ‘J’ in Billy’s name was suggested 
by John Lennon to give Billy more of a rough edge. 
Throughout Epstein’s reign, they covered numerous 
Lennon and McCartney songs such as “Do You Want 
To Know A Secret”.
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SALES AND MARKETING
Worldwide sales, co-ordinated by Executive Producer Peter Dunne, will be managed directly by 
Mister Smith Entertainment.

Mister Smith Entertainment’s founder David Garrett, who had previously been a founding 
partner in Summit Entertainment before selling it to Lionsgate in 2012, will spearhead the sales 
campaign.

David is one of the most successful sales agents in the industry and has been responsible 
for a host of hugely successful films including THE BFG, THE POST, LOCK, STOCK AND TWO 
SMOKING BARRELS, MR. & MRS. SMITH, AMERICAN PIE and the multi-billion dollar TWILIGHT 
saga films.

10 Key Attributes That Give EPSTEIN Commercial Edge:

1.  Because of the subject matter and the immense global appeal of The Beatles, EPSTEIN is a 
British film that can travel to in any country in the world including the biggest market of all, 
the USA.

2. EPSTEIN will be showing at international festivals, further boosting anticipation before release.

3.  The ‘magic formula’ for a successful movie has been deployed: with top class director, 
producer, script and a high-quality principal cast.

4. We have a jaw dropping array of talent that we will be announcing over the next few months.

5.  Although we are in pre-development with EPSTEIN, we have already received multiple offers 
of distribution, meaning more control and options for StudioPow to market and promote the 
film on a global basis.

6.  This also means more exposure post-cinema release to promote sales of DVD, video on 
demand, television, publishing, soundtrack and to sell to hotels/airlines etc.

7.  We are co-producing with Twickenham Studios who are also handling post-production. They 
sit in the same position as us in the financial waterfall, displaying that they have the same 
confidence in this movies’ success as we do.

8.  Because of the tone and feel of EPSTEIN, there is the potential for music and numerous other 
revenue streams that investors can benefit from.

9.  The StudioPow team could hardly boast more fame and reputation, helping to attract interest 
from within the industry as well as from both domestic and international media.

10. The cinema release is set for 1st quarter 2021, with revenues following shortly after.
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FORECAST RETURNS
Clients investing in our Stand Alone model are generously positioned at the front of the fiscal waterfall. 
The returns are reduced over two rounds of funding, paying the most advantageous returns to early 
investor. Below we have outlined the potential returns from investing in our EPSTEIN movie when 
utilising the Stand Alone option.

The budget for the movie is £8m and we intend to raise £7.5m through the stand-alone option. We will 
allocate the remaining budget to EIS investors. This option differs greatly from our EIS vehicle for four 
primary reasons.

1. 100% of all net revenue generated by the exploitation of the film goes back to stand-alone investors first.

2. Stand Alone investors receive 100% of their investment + 20% uplift before the studio, talent, 
producers or director begin taking their share.

3. All returns are then split 30/70 in favour of the studio for Round One investors and 25/75 in favour of 
the studio for Round Two investors.

4. Returns continue for the life of the film.

In addition to our stars and StudioPow, we have some of the most powerful marketers and admen in the 
business working on our film in Mark Borkowski (Mama Mia, Birdbox) and Trevor Beattie (Moon, Nuryev).

Let’s get down to the nitty-gritty and look at the type of returns you could expect to see from the sales 
of EPSTEIN. There are several ways of forecasting sales for a movie so that investors get a feel of what 
they are likely to see as an ROI. With our past films, we’ve used sales agents’ predictions. To forecast a 
potential return for our Epstein movie, we have reviewed the performance of five separate film biopics.

1. Walk the Line (biopic of Johnny Cash)

2. Nowhere Boy (a story about the early life of John Lennon)

3. Ray (biopic of Ray Charles)

4. Rocketman (Elton John)

5. Bohemian Rhapsody (biopic of the rise of Queen)



They all achieved significant international recognition but in reality, biopics of bands, musicians and 
musical events are limited in number primarily because there are relatively few of them whose story 
warrants a film.

In the case of Epstein, it is rarer still. He is the man who discovered, re-modelled, drove and managed The 
Beatles. He also discovered Cilla Black, Billy J Kramer and Gerry and The Pacemakers. He also promoted 
bands such as The Who, Pink Floyd, The Jimmy Hendrix Experience and many more. Some would say that 
Brian Epstein’s story is unique.

We are breaking our £8m standalone raise into two rounds:

Round One £3m

All investors in Round One will receive 100% of their investment back plus 20% uplift before StudioPow 
begin to take any share of the profits. Once investors are in a 20% position of profit, all further revenue 
will be split 30% / 70% in favour of StudioPow. This includes revenues from Cinema, Airlines, Downloads, 
DVD and global television sales and any additional music revenues for as long as it is commercially viable.

SOLD OUT
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Round Two £4.5m

Round Two raises a further £4.5m, and as in Round One all investors will receive 100% of their 
investment back plus 20% uplift before StudioPow begin to take any share of the profits. Once 
investors are in a 20% position of profit all further revenue will be split 25% / 75% in favour of 
StudioPow. This includes revenues from Cinema, Airlines, Downloads, DVD and global television 
sales and any additional music revenues for as long as it is commercially viable. The split is 
slightly reduced due to the film being substantially de-risked.
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KEVIN PROCTOR
PRODUCER

Kevin has more than 20 years experience in the British film industry having worked 
on numerous films including ‘HOT FUZZ’, ‘INCEPTION’ and ‘SHERLOCK HOLMES: 
GAME OF SHADOWS’, along with a number of successful independent films, 
including ‘ADULTHOOD’.

Kevin was the producer for both of StudioPow’s first two films, Funny Cow and 
Cordelia. The comedy drama Funny Cow had its world premiere at the 2018 London Film Festival and has 
been met with universal critical acclaim and box office success. Kevin’s attention to detail – both creatively 
and financially – delivers films that are impeccably managed and endure for years. Having worked his 
way up through the production ranks from assistant to coordinator to production manager and finally 
line producer, Kevin turned to producing after acquiring the skillset, and contacts, needed to become a 
successful producer. Kevin is not only adept at securing the right cast and crew for every production, but 
also delivering evermore superior films from his production budgets and teams.

TWICKENHAM STUDIOS
PRODUCERS & POST PRODUCTION

With over 100 years’ experience, Twickenham Studios is one of the leading UK 
studios offering both production and post-production services. The studio offers 
three stages, production offices, art departments as well prop and costume stores. 
The post-production department offers state of the art dubbing theatres and 
grading theatres for film and television. They have worked on some of cinemas 
most iconic movies from ‘THE ITALIAN JOB to ‘BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY’.

TREVOR BEATTIE FILMS
PRODUCTION

Trevor Beattie Films was formed by ex-advertising executives Trevor Beattie 
and Jeremy Chatterton, to bring their craft discipline and decades of 
experience in commercial short form film making onto the big screen. It is a 
career cross-over which began with Beattie’s involvement in the production 
of Duncan Jones’ BAFTA winning sci-fi cult classic MOON in 2008. This 
continued with a role as Executive Producer on Jones’ follow-up MUTE.

Beattie also worked on the production and marketing of David Fairhead and Ant Palmer’s feature 
documentary SPITFIRE in 2018.

Beattie and Chatterton teamed up with Jacqui & David Morris to produce the acclaimed 
NUREYEV and the (2016 Grierson winning) documentary on the Thalidomide tragedy, 
ATTACKING THE DEVIL.

TBFilms work uniquely through all aspects of the film making process, from investment through 
production and potential brand involvement, to the marketing and PR of movies to at-home and 
cinema audiences. 

EPSTEIN is TBFilms first collaborative project with StudioPow in what will be a multi-title venture.
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PERRY TREVERS
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Perry is responsible for the commercial activities at StudioPow, developing 
projects that are both critically appealing and commercially successful. 
One of Perry’s standout abilities is to make sure every avenue of revenue 
is secured and maximised. As he says, ‘When looking at the commercial 
aspects of filmmaking, many people see simply a release followed by DVD 
sales and then onto TV. But a film can be so much more than that. 

It can be an original soundtrack, a ‘making of’ DVD or a TV spin-off, even a stage play. The 
opportunities are endless for the right projects.

MARK BORKOWSKI
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Mark Borkowski has been described as an acclaimed PR specialist; he is also 
a writer and industry commentator and has been leading the British marketing 
and communications industry for more than 30 years.

His career has seen him successfully position, establish, consolidate and 
manage a breath-taking range of major product and entertainment brands 
and earned him international recognition as a thought leader and innovator. 

Ranking alongside Alistair Campbell and Tim Bell in PR Week’s list of the 25 influential figures in 
the industry.

Mark is a sought-after and highly visible commentator on PR and media matters who has been 
entered into the Brand Republic Hall of Fame. He is a regular contributor to UK outlets including 
Newsnight, BBC Radio 4’s Today Programme, and the Media Show, The Guardian, The Independent, 
The Observer and The Huffington Post. He is also a well-respected keynote speaker who has addressed 
events for Microsoft, Sony, Unilever and the Motor Industry.

He lectures around the world as a leading thinker and authored a number of TV series. Mark’s blog, 
rated as one of the top PR blogs in the UK by Cision, provides influential insight into some of the real 
issues behind celebrity, corporate and brand stories in the media.

Recently Mark conducted for campaigns on MAMA MIA and BIRDBOX on Netflix representing 
Susanne Bier the first female director to win an OSCAR®, Golden Globe, an Emmy Award, and a 
European Film Award, collectively.

Mark will be coordinating the publicity for the project and for the film’s release and distribution.
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TREVOR BEATTIE
PRODUCER

In his previous career, Trevor Beattie was one of the most successful and 
talked-about Creative Directors in UK Advertising. His early campaigns 
for Wonderbra (Hello Boys) and French Connection UK (FCUK) caused 
scandal, controversy, media attention and gigantic sales-hikes in equal 
measure. He masterminded the marketing campaign for New Labour, 
helping Tony Blair towards 3 consecutive General Election wins and his 

ad agency BMB was made Marketing Agency of the Year in 2007. 

Having hired Duncan Jones (David Bowie’s son) to work at BMB, Beattie made a radical 
career shift towards film making, collaborating with Jones on the Bafta winning MOON 
starring Oscar winner Sam Rockwell in 2008. 

Beattie went on to produce the acclaimed NUREYEV the 2016 ‘Grierson’ winning ATTACKING 
THE DEVIL with Jacqui & David Morris and feature documentary SPITFIRE with David 
Fairhead & Ant Palmer.

He set up TREVOR BEATTIE FILMS with ex-Adland partner Jeremy Chatterton in 2016.

JEREMY CHATTERTON
PRODUCER

Jeremy is a 25-year veteran of the advertising, sports and entertainment 
industry. He established his career representing Lennox Lewis and 
brokering his first million-dollar partnership deal with FCUK. He 
established Boardmasters festival in Cornwall before joining Trevor 
Beattie at BMB where he set up and ran the sports and entertainment 

business for the agency.

He has been responsible for structuring numerous sponsorship and broadcast deals in Live 
Music, Boxing, Athletics, International Cricket, The London Marathon, Action Sports as well 
as producing ground-breaking Ad Funded TV Series. 

Most recently he collaborated on two feature documentaries with Trevor; Exec Producing on 
the 2016 ‘Grierson’ winning ATTACKING THE DEVIL as well as the Universal Pictures acquired 
feature documentary NUREYEV.
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JONAS ÅKERLUND
DIRECTOR

Notorious for his ability to deliver raw, creative robustness, will be directing 
The Epstein Movie. He is the catalyst for a film such as this to push 
boundaries and insure the authentic life of Brian Epstein is encapsulated 
and felt for years to come.

IAIN COOKE
MUSIC SUPERVISOR

Iain is a renowned freelance music supervisor for TV & film. He supervised 
Asif Kapadia’s OSCAR® and BAFTA winning feature documentary AMY about 
the life and untimely death of Amy Winehouse, COLLIDE starring Anthony 
Hopkins, Ben Kingsley and Nicholas Hoult, DESERT DANCER starring Freida 
Pinto, Debbie Tucker Green’s SECOND COMING with Idris Elba for Film4 and 
OASIS: SUPERSONIC.

PETER DUNNE
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

After a 6-year tenure with Warner Bros., Dunne joined DreamWorks 
SKG as Head of International Publicity, working closely alongside UIP 
overseeing campaigns on all DreamWorks’ film titles, including ‘American 
Beauty’, ‘Chicken Run’, ‘Cast Away’, The ‘Shrek’, ‘Shark Tale’, and 
‘Shrek 2’. With extra responsibility for liaising with partner studios on 

the distribution and marketing of co-productions (‘A.I’., ‘Gladiator’, ‘Saving Private Ryan’, ‘A 
Beautiful Mind’, ‘Minority Report’, ‘Road to Perdition’), Dunne established strong relations 
with the international divisions of most of the major Hollywood studios and was able to 
broaden his remit across the full spectrum of international distribution, including TV and 
Consumer Products.

Having established a close working relationship with Jeffrey Katzenberg, Dunne went on to 
act as DreamWorks’ special consultant on all animated titles and all Steven Spielberg titles.
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“IF ANYONE WAS 
THE FIFTH BEATLE, 
IT WAS BRIAN.”
PAUL MCCARTNEY
ON A 1997 BBC INTERVIEW



INFORMATION FOR 
INVESTORS
COMPANY INFORMATION AND PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS

StudioPow
StudioPow (the Company) produces quality independent films that deliver superior financial 
returns. This is achieved by retaining creative independence with backing from private 
investors and engaging the best talent in front of and behind the lens. In this endeavour 
we stand by both our ethos of putting investors first, ensuring they are paid back before 
we take our own fee. In a business that can be difficult for non experts to navigate, while 
making the best possible creative product, ensuring those who invest in our success get to 
share in the rewards.

PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS / PARTNER
The Company lawyers are Simons Muirhead & Burton (www.smab.co.uk)
The Company accountants are Brown McLeod (www.brownmcleod.co.uk).
Investor and post production partner is Twickenham Film Studios (www.twickenhamstudios.com).

INVESTORS QUESTIONS 
ANSWERED
HOW MUCH CAN I INVEST?
The minimum investment is £10,000 and the average investment is £50,000, and there is no 
maximum. Total Stand Alone equity funds to be raised for Epstein are £7,500,000.

WHO CAN INVEST?
Investors can hold any nationality. All UK investors must be able to self certify according to FCA 
rules to self certify as a high net worth or sophisticated investor (full details of qualification 
will be provided to all prospective investors). For larger investment sums AML (anti money 
laundering) checks are carried out against I.D. and address details only.
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WHAT IS AN EXAMPLE OF RECOUPMENT?
Equity investors are eligible to receive all returns from the movie until fully recouped. They 
continue to receive funds until a 20% return on investment (ROI) is in place. From here on a 
pari passu return of net revenue from the movie is payable to equity investors based on the 
investors position as either a Round One investor or Round Two investor. These payments are 
biannual, ongoing and unlimited.

WHEN CAN I EXPECT INVESTMENT RETURNS?
The typical period for return is from six to nine months following completion of the film, with 
ongoing returns in years two and three as the film and soundtrack are released. Film receipts 
are distributed quarterly, initially from theatrical (cinema) release then video on demand, 
airlines, hotels, DVD and, finally, terrestrial television.

EPSTEIN PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

1. Pre production – March 2019

2. Production – June to July 2020

3. Post production – August to October 2020

4. Release and distribution – 1st Quarter 2021

WHAT IS THE EXIT STRATEGY?
Loan note holders are paid back returns on a biannual basis once the movie begins  
generating returns.

FURTHER INFORMATION
If you have any investment questions not covered here please call on 0203 6575380
or email us at angela@studio-pow.com. We endeavour to reply to all enquiries within 24 hours. 
We will also be happy to speak directly with your accountant or financial advisor.
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INVESTOR INCENTIVES  
AND NEXT STEPS
INVESTOR INCENTIVES

PRIVATE SCREENINGS
As an investor you are invited to come and celebrate the completion of the film before its 
release at a private and exclusive screening.

To show the film at its best, special screenings take place in private cinemas with high quality 
projection and sound. Screenings are accompanied by hospitality and an address by producers, 
writers or actors, usually with a private Q&A session and a chance to meet key players.

Private preview screenings are also provided for film journalists, distribution representatives 
and VIP media figures.

EXCLUSIVE MERCHANDISE AND MEMORABILIA
Film memorabilia include autographs, brochures, props, advertising posters, and scripts, 
among other items, and are often considered of value because of their connection to the film.

YOUR NAME ON THE CREDITS
Screen credits vary according to the level and type of investment. Even once production and 
release are completed, nothing compares to being acknowledged for your contribution to a 
genuine creative achievement.

NEXT STEPS
1. Call StudioPow on 0203 6575380 or email angela@studio-pow.com

2.  Contract is issued. Ensure you read all sections of the document and ask for advice if 
clarification is needed.

3. StudioPow will keep you informed with regular updates on production and marketing.
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“IF HE (BRIAN EPSTEIN) HADN’T GONE 
ROUND LONDON, ON FOOT, WITH THE 
TAPES UNDER HIS ARM, AND GONE FROM 
PLACE TO PLACE, AND PLACE TO PLACE, 
AND FINALLY TO GEORGE MARTIN ,  
WE WOULD NEVER HAVE MADE IT.”

JOHN LENNON
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CONTRACT
THIS LOAN AGREEMENT is dated_________________________BETWEEN

(1) _____________________________ of _______________________________________________ 
 (“Investor); 
 and

(2) StudioPow (Epstein) Limited 
 (a company registered in England and Wales with number 11985751) whose registered office is at 
 18 Brewer Street, Soho, London, United Kingdom, W1F 0SH (the “Company”).

WHEREAS:

(A) The Company has agreed to produce a film intended for theatrical release provisionally entitled 
 “Epstein” (the “Film”).

(B) Investor agrees to make available to the Company a loan of _____________________ pounds 
 (£__________________) (the “Investment”) in order to assist with funding the production of the Film. 
 The Investment will be repayable in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS 
1.1 In this Agreement, the following words and expressions shall have the following meanings respectively 
(unless the contrary is stated)

Company Gross means all gross revenues received by Company (or any collection agent in relation to 
Receipts the Film on its behalf) under distribution agreements relating to the exploitation of the 
 Film excluding any and all sales taxes and also excluding the Investment and all  
 investment and/or other amounts received by the Company to fund the Cost of 
 Production (for example any tax credits and/or subsidies and/or funding of them);

Cost of Production means the total direct and indirect cost of the pre-production production post production 
 delivery and exploitation of the Film including without limitation the cost of all 
 development work and the acquisition of all underlying rights;

Event of Default means any of the events set out in clause [5] below

Film has the meaning given in Recital (A) (including without limitation all parts, versions,  
 soundtrack and other elements thereof (whether or not included in the final version) 
 plus all artwork, promotional material, “making of” and other extras material)

Investment Amount means the amount of the Investment being _______________ pounds 
 (£__________________);

Investor Net Profits has the meaning given in clause [3.2],

Production Bank: Barclays                     Account Name: StudioPow Limited 
Account Sort Code: 20-45-45           Account Number: 33921875 
 IBAN: GB83 BARC 2045 4533 9218 75 
 SWIFT: BUKBGB22               Reference: Please enter your Full Name
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1.2 Unless the context otherwise requires:-

1.3 Words importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa;

1.2.2 Words importing the masculine gender shall include the feminine gender and vice versa;

1.2.3 References to persons shall include bodies of persons whether corporate or incorporate.

1.2.4 References to any statute or statutory provision include any statute or statutory provision which 
amends, extends, consolidates or replaces the same,

1.2.5 Unless the context otherwise requires references to Clauses shall be construed as references to clauses of 
this Agreement. Headings are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect the construction or interpretation 
of this Agreement.

2. FACILITY AND PURPOSE

2.1 Investor agrees to make available to the Company the total sum of __________________ pounds

(GB£__________________) (the “Investment”) upon the terms set out herein.

2.2 Investor agrees to make the Investment by paying the Investment Amount into the Production Account on the 
date of this Agreement.

2.3 The Investment shall be used solely in connection with the production of the Film and shall not be used or 
paid by or taken from or otherwise dealt with by the Company for any other purpose.

2.4 The Investment will be interest free.

3. REPAYMENT

3.1 Without prejudice to clause 5, Investor agrees that the Investment will only be repayable from amounts 
payable to Investor from Company Gross Receipts in accordance with the recoupment schedule (a copy of which 
is attached as Schedule 1) (the “Recoupment Schedule”).

3.2 In consideration for Investor agreeing to make the Investment and subject to the Investor paying the 
Investment in full to Company in accordance with this Agreement, the Company will also pay Investor such 
percentage of Net Profits as is payable to Investor from Company Gross Receipts in accordance with the 
Recoupment Schedule (the “Investor Net Profits”).

3.3 Without prejudice to clause 5, the Company will provide statements setting out the Company Gross Receipts 
for the previous 6 month period and pay Investor any amounts due to it from Company Gross Receipts in 
accordance with the Recoupment Schedule within 60 days after the end of each 30 June and 31 December 
from the date on which Company first receives Company Gross Receipts. If Company appoints a collection agent 
for the Film then the accounting and audit provisions of that collection agreement will apply. Company will not 
be responsible for any breach of that collection agreement by the collection agent. For the avoidance of doubt, 
all payments from Company Gross Receipts are dependent on the relevant receipts being generated and the 
Company makes no representation or warranty in respect thereof, and/or as to the sufficiency of the same.

3.4 Company will keep books of account and records in the English language relating to the Film including 
without limitation of all amounts received by it or on its behalf in relation to the Film. Investor shall have the right, 
upon reasonable written notice and at its own expense, at any time, to engage a firm of independent chartered 
accountants to examine and take excerpts from Company’s books and records as they relate to the Film. In the 
event any audit reveals a sum owing to Investor such sum shall immediately be paid by Company to Investor.

3.5 Amounts expressed to be payable under this Agreement exclude VAT which will be payable in addition (if 
applicable) on receipt of an appropriate invoice.
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3.6 Investor agrees, save to the extent the same is properly paid to it under the Recoupment Schedule, it will 
immediately pay any amounts received by it or its related parties which constitute Company Gross Receipts (or 
would do if received by the Company) to the Company or any appointed collection agent for the Film, together 
with any interest accrued thereon and until such time shall hold the money on trust for those parties entitled to 
be paid pursuant to the Recoupment Schedule.

4. WARRANTIES AND UNDERTAKINGS OF THE COMPANY

1. Company warrants to Investor that:

4.1.1 this Agreement constitutes a legal valid and binding obligation enforceable against Company in 
accordance with its terms;

  2. neither the signature nor the execution nor the performance by Company of this Agreement shall 
contravene any law regulation or similar enactment or any provision of any existing agreement or 
contract entered into by Company or give rise to the creation or imposition of any security interest lien 
charge or encumbrance;

  3. as of the date of this Agreement no litigation arbitration or administrative proceedings before or of 
any court or arbitrator or authority are presently pending or to the best of Company’s knowledge and 
belief threatened against Company or any of Company’s assets which might materially adversely affect 
Company’s ability to perform Company’s obligations under this Agreement or any document ancillary to 
the same;

  4. Company has acquired or will acquire on or before completion and delivery of the Film all necessary 
rights of copyright benefits of waivers of moral rights and performer consents from persons and 
entities providing services in relation to the production of the Film;

4.2 Investor warrants to Company that this Agreement constitutes a legal valid and binding obligation 
enforceable against Investor in accordance with its terms.

4.3 Any individual signing on behalf of Investor represents and warrants that he or she has been duly authorized 
to sign on behalf of Investor and that his or her signature on behalf of Investor will bind Investor to comply with 
the terms of this Agreement.

5. EVENTS OF DEFAULT

5.1 Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement, the Investment will become immediately due and 
payable in full on notice in writing from Investor on any liquidator being appointed to wind up the Company or a 
receiver, administrator or administrative receiver of all the Company’s assets or undertaking or any substantial 
part thereof being appointed or the equivalent of any of the above in any jurisdiction.

5.2 The Company agrees to notify Investor immediately if any Event of Default occurs.

6. NOTICES

Any notice required to be given under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be delivered by personal 
delivery or sent by first class mail or facsimile to the party set out above or to such other address as the parties 
shall otherwise have notified to each other. In the case of personal delivery, notices shall be deemed received 
on the day of delivery except where delivered outside normal working hours or on Saturdays, Sundays or public 
holidays when a notice shall be deemed received on the next working day. Notices sent by 1st class mail shall be 
deemed received in the case of international mail on the second working day after sending and otherwise within 
48 hours. Notices sent by facsimile shall be deemed received when confirmation of satisfactory transmission has 
been received by the sender.

7. PARTNERSHIP

Nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a partnership or a joint venture between Investor and the Company 
and neither party shall hold itself out as the agent or partner of the other.
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4. WARRANTIES AND UNDERTAKINGS OF THE COMPANY

This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties and their permitted assigns.

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement, and the other agreements referred to in it, set out the entire agreement between Investor 
and the Company and consequently supersedes all previous agreements and understandings between them. 
Each of the parties acknowledges and agrees that it has not been induced to enter into the Agreement by any 
representations or promises in connection with this Agreement or its subject matter which are not contained in 
this Agreement or the documents executed pursuant to it. Each of the parties agrees that except in respect of 
fraud, it shall have no right or remedy in respect of any other representation, warranty, promise or assurance 
save as contained in this Agreement or the documents executed pursuant to it. This Agreement may not be 
varied except in writing signed by both parties.

10. ASSIGNMENT

Company may assign the benefit of this Agreement as part of the financing of the Film.

11. PARTIAL INVALIDITY

If at any time any one or more of the provisions of this Agreement becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable in 
any respect under any law, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in any way 
be affected or impaired thereby.

12. CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT 1999

Save for permitted assignees, a person who is not a party to this Agreement may not enforce any of its terms 
under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

13. COUNTERPARTS

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, by facsimile, pdf or in hard copy and each of 
which shall be deemed to be an original and which together shall constitute one and the same Agreement.

14. JURISDICTION AND LAW

This Agreement and any non-contractual obligations relating hereto shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of England and Wales and the parties hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
Courts of England and Wales.

IN WITNESS whereof the parties or their duly authorised representatives have signed this Agreement the day 
and year first above written.

SIGNED by For and on behalf of Investor  Date Signed

SIGNED by StudioPow  Date Signed
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SCHEDULE 1
Recoupment Schedule

Part A

All Company Gross Receipts throughout the world in any and all media now known or invented in future in 
perpetuity shall be applied as follows in the order set out below (it being agreed that each sum or commission to 
be paid or recovered shall only be paid or recouped once):-

1. to any collection agent in respect of any and all of their commissions, fees and expenses

2. to payment of any residuals or other use fees, royalties or payments payable to cast and crew and/or under 
union agreements in relation to the Film;

3. to any sales agent(s) and/or distributor(s) in respect of any and all of their commissions, fees and expenses;

4. on a pro rata and pari passu basis to the Standalone Investors (including the Investor) in the recoupment of 
their funding of the Cost of Production until such Standalone Investors have received an amount equal to all 
Costs of Production funded by them plus a premium of 20% of the funding actually made by them and received 
by Company

5. on a pro rata and pari passu basis

  (i) as to 25% on a pro rata and pari passu basis to the Standalone Investors (including the Investor) by 
reference to all Costs of Production actually paid by such funders (excluding any premium)

  (ii) as to 75% on a pro rata and pari passu basis as the Company may direct including without limitation to 
itself, other funders of the Costs of Production of the Film, cast, crew and/or writers

Part B

Any tax credit, subsidy or similar which is not used to fund any part of the Cost of Production directly shall 
be applied as follows in the order set out below (it being agreed that each sum or commission to be paid or 
recovered shall only be paid or recouped once):-

1. to any financier(s) cashflowing the amount of such tax credit, subsidy or similar in repayment of the amounts 
due to it under the agreement(s) between Company and such financier(s) in relation to the Film;

2. thereafter in accordance with item 4 and onwards of Part A
S A M P L E
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HIGH NET WORTH CERTIFICATE
STATEMENT FOR CERTIFIED HIGH NET WORTH OR SOPHISTICATED INVESTOR

I declare that I am a certified high net worth individual and a sophisticated investor for the purposes of the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005.

I understand that this means:

(a) I can receive financial promotions that may not have been approved by the Financial Conduct Authority;

(b) The content of such financial promotions may not confirm to rules issued by the Financial Conduct Authority

(c) By signing this statement I may lose significant rights

(d) I may have no right to complain to either of the following

 (i) the Financial Conduct Authority; to

 (ii) The Financial Ombudsman Scheme.

(e)  I may have no right to seek compensation from the Financial Services Compensation Scheme nor any  
similar scheme.

I am a certified high net worth and a sophisticated investor because at least one of the following applies:

(a)  I had during the financial year immediately preceding the date below, an annual income to the value of 
£100,000 or more.

(b)  I held, throughout the financial year preceding the date below, net assets to the value of £250,000 or more. 
Net Assets for these purposes do not include (i) the property which is my primary residence or any loan 
secured on that residence; (ii) an rights of mine under a qualifying contract of insurance within the meaning 
of Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 2001; or

(c)  any benefits (in the form of pensions or otherwise) which are payable on the termination of my service or on 
my death or retirement and to which I am (or my dependents are), or may be, entitled; or

(d)  I am a member of a network or syndicate of business angels and have been so for a least six months prior to 
the date below;

(e) I have made more than one investment in an unlisted company in the two years prior to the date below

(f)  I am working, or have worked in the two years prior to the date below, in a professional capacity in the private 
equity sector, or in the provision of finance for small and medium enterprises; or

(g)  I am currently, or have been in the two years prior to the date below, a director of a company with an annual 
turnover of at least £1,000,000 (one million pounds)

I am aware that it is open to me to seek advice from someone who specialises in advising on investments.

Signature:                                                             Date:

Print Name:

Address:
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ANTI MONEY LAUNDERING 
DOCUMENTS
Kindly attach the following documents in order to comply with the UK Anti Money Laundering regulations.

1. Copy of your Passport

2. Copy of a recent utilities bill (less than 3 months old)
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THE BRIAN EPSTEIN STORY

StudioPow
Head Office: 54 Broadwick Street, London, W1F 7AH     |     Production Office: 18 Brewer Street, London, W1F 0SH

            0203 657 5380     |     angela@studio-pow.com

“I KNEW THAT WE WERE IN 
TROUBLE THEN... I THOUGHT 
WE’VE F*****’ HAD IT NOW.” 

JOHN LENNON
ON THE FUTURE OF THE BEATLES AFTER BRIAN’S DEATH 


